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calism, and land reform. During the South African war the
Welsh nationalists went strongly pro-Boer. Then it was that the
still youthful Lloyd George, who at first had figured in the group
as one eloquent Celt among several, stood clearly out as a British
no less than a Welsh party leader, and revealed to all discerning
onlookers that a new force of great potency had arrived.
These various phases of Celtic nationalism roused consider-
able interest among English intellectuals, chiefly in circles hostile
to imperialism and attracted by social reform.
Costume in the nineties continued the evolution of the
eighties, games and cycling being the main influences which
made for shorter, lighter, less cumbrous, and less ugly clothes.
For men's wear, even in towns, the lounge coat, worn with
bowler hat in winter and straw hat in summer, ousted the top hat
and frock or tail coat, except on Sundays or in London. In the
latter the older style lasted on, serving to mark off 'gentlemen'
and the employing class generally from clerks and employees.
Any one examining, for instance, the vestiaire of an ordinary West
End club would find only top hats hanging in it. The last form of
out-door exercise, in which top hat and long coat lingered, was
riding. Men wore them to hounds over white riding breeches
and high boots down to the early nineties; but they began to dis-
appear in Rotten Row by iSga.1 The old working-class 'occupa-
tion* garbs fell still more out of use, artisans and workmen of all
kinds tending to dress like the shabbier clerks. The process of
standardization was helped by the advent of cheap ready-made
clothes, which even on the country-side took away, as the
nineties advanced, the livelihoods of the little village tailors.
Women's dress shed the bustle about 1890, but developed new
external uglinesses, the best remembered of which, lasting right
through the decade, were the so-called 'leg of mutton' sleeves. A
much worn style, which came in from the late eighties, was
the separate blouse and* skirt. This seems to have been an out-
come of lawn tennis; but the shirt-like blouses were originally
worn with stiff collars. Hats underwent a complete change, con-
sequent on a changed mode of wearing the hair. Mid-Victorian
1 *I heard Lord Spencer tell Gladstone in 1892 at a dinner given by Arnold
Morley, M.P., that the Prince of Wales (Edward VII) begged him to ride beside
him in Rotten Row (at the request of the hatters) in a silk hat. They rode for a
week so apparelled, but could not restore the old headgear.' T. M. Healy, Letter*
and Leaders of My Day (1928), i. 215.
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